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Instruction: There are II questions. Every question carries 6 marks.

I. In code division multiplexing let vectors for coding are (1,3,-2) (5,-4,0) (2,5, I).
For decoding one of the vectors is (8, I0, 19)/85. What are other two vectors for decoding?
Example: Let 12, 5, 18 is to be transmitted to X, Y and Z. It will be transmitted as (73, I06,-6). Z
will decode it as (73.8+106.10-6.19)/85=18 Hint: 12.1+5.5+18.2=73.

2. In an asynchronous transmission bccceddace is transmitted as 502525420143. daaaacadd is
transmitted as 40401231210. It may be transmitted as 50450125042 or 60456014526. A string was
transmitted as 5034040404. What is string?

3. A coaxial cable has two components: central conductor (core) and braided outer conductor. An
external interference affects them in the ratio of 2:7. Let transmitted sequences in the core be 5,2, 9,
4 and in outer conductor be 6, 2, 8, 7. What is the data sequence?

Example: Data sequence 105, 118,91,39 is transmitted as 7, 8, 5, -I and 2, -1,2, 7 respectively.
4. Let frame delirniters be zz and dkmf. Hence a frame ydukmgfabcdkmfpqrdukrngyfa is transmitted as

zzydukmgyfabcdukmfpqrdtukmgyfadkmf. How is pwdkmtdukmfbjdukmgfqe transmitted?
5. Let window size of sender is 69. Let a receiver has received packets 1.. .423 425 438 427 429.

What are window boundaries of the receiver?
Examplel: Window size=7. Let packets received are 1.. 19 24 22. window boundaries [18,26].
Examplel: Window size=92. Packets received 1..219 236 278 234. window boundaries [187,311].

6. There are 1000 nodes 0 ..999. The ith node is connected with (i+ Iyh nodes. Moreover nodes 171
and 220 are also connected. A packet is broadcast from node 27 with partial path information. What
is total transmission? Example: When nodes 13 and 18 are connected and a packet is broadcast from
node 10 then 1985 packets are transmitted.

7. (12x2+9x+14) is multiplied by a polynomial (P) ofdegree-5 and a degree-l polynomial (Q) is added.
To the coefficients of the resulting polynomial (mod 30) is done. The final polynomial IS
18x7+3x6+5x5+24x4+23x+14. Find P and Q? All numbers are integers between 0 and 29.
[Example: Let P be 7x5+2x4+3x3+8x2+9x+3 and Q IS 8x+3 then the result IS
24x7+27x6+2x5+x4+ 12x3+ 19x2+ II ~+ 15]

8. There are two networks. Few examples to send messages from a node of a network to another node
(in same or another network) are shown in the following table. How message "mtywer" will be sent
from node F of network 2 to node C of network I.

Message From To Send as
grnkdf A of I F of I ACBEDFgmkdf
kfctu M of2 E of2 EFGDCBLMkfctu
kyuie K of2 D of2 DGFKkyuie
ravi F of I A of2 FDETHravi+A YDCBravi

9. Address space is 0 ..255. There are 5 classes of addresses. The address space allocated to two of the
classes is 0-127 and 176-191. What is address space allocated to other classes?

10. Normally physical layer supports two levels: 0 and I. In some network it sUPPOl1S three levels: a, b
and c. Hence following replacement is done on packets: (II OO,cca) (110 I ,ac) (0 II O,cb) (0 III O,ca)
(l l l.aba) (OIO,abb) (OOO,aa) (OOI,ccb) (IOO,b) (IOI,abc) (OIIII,ccc).There are 5 stuffy bits. Write
smallest possible transformation of 0011100110110. Write stuffy bits also.
Example: 0011000 I I can be transformed as ccbbcab. Stuffy bits are 10 I00

II. During the execution of following all valid and dirty bits are inverted during the execution of u=u+ I.
What is the output of the given program? t, u, W, y, Z are registers of CPU. a[i]'s are stored in main
memory. Initially a[ 1]= 17 a[2]= 19 a[3]=43 a[4]=61. Shadow memory is in cache.
t=a[ I]+a[3]; a[3 ]=t+ I I; u=a[3] *6; u=u+ I; y=a[ I]+u+5 130; w=a[3]+ 7271; z=a[ 4]+8139; print(y, w,z);
Example: a[\]=a[2]+7 u=u+l a[3]=a[4]+6 t=a[\]+9 z=a[3]+2 print(t,z) outputs 26,69
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